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We put the pieces of the puzzle together
by bringing a wealth of skills and software
systems testing expertise to every project.
In today’s “right-sized” corporate environments, many
organizations struggle to produce high-quality applications with
a small or non-existent quality assurance (QA) department.
TechSouth Consulting takes the trauma out of software systems
testing, so you can focus on your core business.
We can help provide world-class products to your customers
with our flexible Software Test Outsourcing (STO) service. You
may have heard that off-shore testing offers a lower project
investment, but its effectiveness is also much lower, actually
increasing development costs. The TechSouth alternative is
much better, leading to faultless performance of your products
and systems while increasing your ROI.
TechSouth STO services are backed by in-depth expertise in the
latest methodologies, tools, and techniques. We can help you
assess or implement a structured test approach, automate your
test process, and even train and coach your test professionals.
Our services are delivered by highly skilled test professionals,
selected and trained to work effectively as part of your team.
TechSouth STO services include:
• Manual Functional Testing (test planning, test case
development, execution and defect tracking/resolution).
• Automated Functional Testing (script development, test
suite development, execution and defect resolution).
• Performance Testing (predictive modeling, planning,
script development, test execution and defect resolution).
• Engagement Management (we assign an experienced
STO engagement manager who manages all aspects of
our team’s stated goals and reports to your PM on a
regular basis (our engagement managers average 15
years of software test experience).
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plans, giving you major advantages over QA staff augmentation:
• Accelerated time-to-market of new product releases –
including off-hours and weekends.
• Reduced ownership costs through the elimination of
HR and Facility capital expenditures.
• Increased management efficiencies through the
delegation to our engagement managers.
• Optimized business performance of your products.
• Competitive advantage gains w/higher quality products.
• Improved effectiveness, efficiency, and reduced stress
of in-house testing resources.
Our Test Lab: We maintain one of the most advanced testing
labs in the world, with multi-OS capabilities that can replicate an
entire network. Tests can be designed for any phase in the
product life cycle to verify functionality, performance, and
compatibility. When a product is deployed in the field, we can
continue to test performance and reliability on an ongoing or
event-driven basis.
TechSouth understands the special risks and challenges of
outsourced test services, and has proven plans and techniques
for meeting those challenges. Partnering with TechSouth affords
the ability to utilize the best software quality professionals where
you need them, when you need them - at a cost that is
graduated for each step of the process.
If you’d like to know more about these topics or any of our
products and services, call us today for additional information:

Phone: 404-418-6401

From controlling a single test project, to assuming complete
responsibility of your testing practice, TechSouth STO can
provide either an in-house (in-sourcing) or off-site, turn-key test
solution, tailored directly to your needs. Our engineers provide
successful, on-time development and execution of your test
VISIT US ON THE WEB: www.TechSouth.com
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